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About Crisis Mirror
Crisis Mirror is a multidisciplinary and diverse
political group based in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Our purpose is to produce, share and redistribute
counter-information about the capitalist crisis
ongoing in Denmark and the rest of the world. By
providing political analysis as well as organizing
public events and actions, the group aims to
mobilize people and show its solidarity to fellow
movements, groups and individuals. We believe
that any citizen of the world who opposes
inequality, injustice and all kinds of discrimination,
must take actions to expose capitalism as it is:
inhumane, corrupt and self-destructing.

www.crisismirror.info
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introduction
Between words and meanings —
The capitalist rhetoric and the ideology of the crisis

This issue contains some of the texts published on the website of Crisis Mirror
during the years 2011-2013. The object of the publication is to gather and
distribute critical analyses of the current economic crisis that is striking Europe.
Even though the Nordic countries appear to be some of the least affected in
Europe, the much admired Scandinavian welfare-state is gradually being reduced,
and for a reason. The recent ‘social-democratic’ sale of DONG Energy to the
banksters of Goldman Sachs is an obvious example of the changes that are taking
place. The shift of public discourse and action towards neoliberal trends is evident.
These changes happen both on a policy level and on an ideological level. By
spinning words and creating a fairly new rhetoric in regards to the economy,
the political elites attempt to justify their actions to their voters. Thus, the crisis
is presented as an inevitable outcome of our own deficits: corruption, laziness,
tax-evasion, demotivation, and non-competiveness. The scapegoats can be either
groups of people (the benefit-receivers, the immigrants, the poor) or even entire
nations. What we need to do is to expose the fact that the economic system itself
produces the crisis; and to divert the discussion that necessitates human suffering
in order to ‘save the economy’ towards a language and an understanding that
foregrounds the social and class reasons of the crisis and challenges its applied
“remedies”.
In this attempt, it is important to consider the social and human costs of the crisis
and its remedies: austerity, pauperization, insecurity, social control, less rights
for the many, more profits for the few. It is vital that societies begin to doubt the
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concept of the free market which has been deified regardless of its obvious shortcomings. It is time to redefine our social values and replace cynicism, exploitation
and oppression with solidarity, equality and freedom.
The texts included in this publication present the views of various writers and
groups, the common point being the connection between ideology and the
capitalist crisis, and how language is used in order to manipulate public opinion.
The ideology of late capitalism which hides the nature of the crisis and launches
austerity, privatization and social oppression, is therefore unmasked from its
various disguises and confronted. Finally, the role of the mainstream media in
normalizing death and indifference as well as racism in its new, ‘cultural’ veil, are
also discussed.
We hope that the texts and artwork included in this issue will set the blaze of doubt
on your view of society in its present form, and result in constructive debate and
reflections towards your future vision.

Crisis Mirror, May 2014
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Save Greeks

from their saviors!
by Alain Badiou

At a time when one Greek youth out
of two is unemployed.Where 25,000
homeless wander the streets of Athens.
Where 30% of the population has fallen
under the poverty line and where millions
of families are forced to place their
children in the care of someone else in
order for them not to die of hunger or
cold, where refugees and the new poor
compete for trashcans at the public dump,
the “saviors” of Greece, under the pretext
that “Greece is not trying hard enough”,
impose a new aid plan that doubles the
lethal administered dose. A plan that
abolishes the right to work and reduces
the poor to the most extreme misery, at
the same time as it makes the middle class
disappear.
The goal is not about “saving” Greece.
All economists worthy of this name agree
on this point. It’s about gaining time in
order to save the creditors at the same
time it leads the country into deferred
collapse. Above all it’s about making a
laboratory of social change out of Greece
that, in a second generation, will spread
throughout all of Europe. The model

experimented upon Greece is one where
public social services, schools, hospitals,
and dispensaries fall into ruin, where
health becomes the privilege of the rich,
and where vulnerable populations are
doomed to a programmed elimination
while those who work are condemned
to the most extreme conditions of
impoverishment and precarity.
But in order for this neo-liberalist
offensive to achieve its ends, it is necessary
to install a regime to abolish the most basic
democratic rights. Under the injunction
of saviors, we see throughout Europe
technocratic governments installing
themselves with disregard for popular
sovereignty. This is a turning point in
the parliamentary system where we see
the “representatives of the people” giving
carte blanche to the experts and bankers,
abdicating their supposed decisional
power –a kind of parliamentary coup
d’etat, which also uses an amplified arsenal
against popular protest. Thus, when
members have ratified the convention
dictated by the troika (the European
Union, the European Central Bank

SAVE GREEKS FROM THEIR SAVIORS
and the International Monetary Fund),
diametrically opposed to the mandate for
which they had received power, without
any democratic legitimacy, it will have
committed to the future of the country for
thirty or forty years.
Meanwhile the EU is preparing to
establish an account which would be paid
directly to aid Greece but only so that it is
used for servicing the debt. The revenue
of the country should be the “absolute
priority” devoted to repay creditors, and,
if necessary, paid directly to the account
managed by the European Union. To
complete the picture, privatization is
assigned to a fund managed by the troika,
where the title deeds of public goods shall
be placed.
In short, it is the widespread looting,
characteristic of financial capitalism
which here offers itself a really beautiful
institutional consecration. To the extent
that sellers and buyers sit on the same side
of the table, we have no doubt that this
enterprise of privatization is a real treat
for the buyers. But all the measures taken
so far have only dug Greece into deeper
sovereign debt. With the help of rescuers
who lend at exorbitant rates, it has literally
exploded into free fall in approaching
170% of GDP, while in 2009 it represented
more than 120%. It is likely that this
cohort of rescuers – whenever presented
as “final” – had no other purpose than to
weaken further still the position of Greece
so that, deprived of any opportunity to
propose itself the terms of a restructuring,
is reduced to yield to all its creditors under
the blackmail of “the disaster or austerity.”
The worsening of the artificial and
coercive debt problem was used as a
weapon to attack an entire society. It is
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proper that we speak here of terms related
to the military: we are indeed dealing with
a war conducted by means of finance,
politics and law, a class war against society
as a whole. And the spoils that the financial
class wrestles away from the “enemy”, are
the social benefits and democratic rights,
but ultimately it is the very possibility of
a human life that is taken. The lives of
those who do or do not consume enough
in terms of profit maximization strategies,
should no longer be preserved.

Thus, the weakness of a country
caught between speculation and endless
devastating bailouts, is the backdoor
through which a new social model
erupts conforming to the requirements
of neoliberal fundamentalism. A model
destined for all Europe and maybe
elsewhere. This is the real issue and
why defending the Greek people can
not be reduced to a gesture of solidarity
or abstract humanity: the future of
democracy and the fate of European
nations are in question. Everywhere
the “pressing necessity” of “painful but
salutary” austerity will be presented to us
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as the means to escape the fate of Greece,
while it really leads us right into the
middle of it.
Up against this attack against society,
faced with the destruction of the last
pockets of democracy, we call our fellow
citizens, our French and European
friends to speak loudly. Do not leave the
monopoly on speaking to the experts and
politicians. Can we remain indifferent to
the fact the German and French leaders
in particular have requested Greece to
be banned from elections? Does the
systematic stigmatization and bashing of a
European people not deserve a response?
Is it possible not to raise ones voice against
the institutional assassination of the
Greek people? And can we remain silent
in front of the establishment of a forced
march towards a system that outlaws the
very idea of social solidarity?
We are at the point of no return. It is
urgent to fight the battle of numbers and
the war of words to counter ultra-liberal
rhetoric of fear and misinformation. There
is urgent need to deconstruct the moral
lessons that obscure the actual process
at work in society. It becomes more than
urgent to demystify the racist insistence
on the ” Greek specificity ” that allegedly
is the supposed national character of a
people (laziness and cunning at will),
the root cause of a crisis in global reality.
What matters today is not the specifics,
whether they are real or imaginary, but
the common: the fate of a people that will
affect all others.
Numerous technical solutions have
been proposed to overcome the alternative
of “either the destruction of the society
or bankruptcy” (which we see today
really means “and the destruction and

bankruptcy” of the society). Everything
must be brought to the table as food for
thought for the construction of another
Europe. But first you must report the crime,
because of “rescue packages” designed by
and for speculators and creditors. When
a movement of support is woven around
the world, where Internet networks buzz
with initiatives of solidarity, are French
intellectuals the last to raise their voices
for Greece? Without further delay,
multiply articles, media appearances,
debates, petitions, demonstrations. For
any initiative is welcome, any initiative is
urgent.
As for us, this is what we propose:
quickly move towards the formation of a
European community of intellectuals and
artists in solidarity with the Greek people
in resistance. If we can’t do this, then who
will? If we don’t do this now, then when?

Vicky Skoumbi, Editor-in-Chief of the journal,
“Alètheia”, Athens, Michel Surya, director of
the journal «Lignes», Paris, Dimitris Vergetis,
director of the journal, “Alètheia”, Athens. And:
Daniel Alvara, Alain Badiou, Jean-Christophe
Bailly, Etienne Balibar, Fernanda Bernardo,
Barbara Cassin, Bruno Clément, Danielle
Cohen-Levinas, Yannick Courtel, Claire Denis,
Georges Didi-Huberman, Roberto Esposito,
Francesca Isidori, Pierre-Philippe Jandin,
Jérôme Lèbre, Jean-Clet Martin, Jean-Luc
Nancy, Jacques Rancière, Judith Revel, Elisab
Rigal, Jacob Rogozinski, Hugo Santiago, Beppe
Sebaste, Michèle Sinapi, Enzo Traverso

SAVE GREEKS FROM THEIR SAVIORS
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Average Annual Hours Worked Per Worker

Data extracted from OECD.Stat for workers with full-time employment
2000

2001

2002

AUSTRALIA

1,780

1,739

AUSTRIA

1,658

BELGIUM

1,545

CANADA

1,775

1,768

1,747

CHILE

2,263

2,242

2,250

2003

2004
1,732

2005
1,727

2006
1,719

2007
1,712

2008
1,717

2009

2010

1,690

1,686

1,732

1,737

1,657

1,652

1,658

1,663

1,652

1,642

1,632

1,620

1,581

1,587

1,577

1,580

1,575

1,549

1,565

1,566

1,560

1,568

1,550

1,551

1,736

1,754

1,739

1,738

1,738

1,728

1,700

1,702

2,235

2,232

2,157

2,165

2,128

2,095

2,074

2,068

CZECH REPUBLIC

2,092

2,000

1,980

1,972

1,986

2,002

1,997

1,985

1,992

1,942

1,947

DENMARK

1,581

1,587

1,579

1,577

1,579

1,579

1,586

1,570

1,570

1,559

..

ESTONIA

1,987

1,978

1,983

1,985

1,996

2,010

2,001

1,999

1,969

1,831

1,879

FINLAND

1,751

1,733

1,726

1,719

1,723

1,716

1,709

1,706

1,704

1,763

1,697

FRANCE

2,121

2,121

2,109

1,990

1,993

1,993

1,989

1,985

1,986

1,968

1,961

GERMANY

1,473

1,458

1,445

1,439

1,442

1,434

1,430

1,430

1,436

1,390

1,419

GREECE

2,121

2,121

2,109

2,103

2,082

2,086

2,148

2,115

2,116

2,119

2,109

HUNGARY

2,057

2,011

2,019

1,990

1,993

1,993

1,989

1,985

1,986

1,968

1,961

ICELAND

1,885

1,847

1,812

1,807

1,810

1,794

1,795

1,807

1,807

1,716

1,697

IRELAND

1,719

1,713

1,698

1,671

1,668

1,654

1,645

1,634

1,601

1,549

1,664

ITALY

1,861

1,843

1,831

1,826

1,826

1,819

1,815

1,816

1,803

1,772

1,778

JAPAN

1,821

1,809

1,798

1,799

1,787

1,775

1,784

1,785

1,771

1,714

1,733

OECD’s table above shows the reality behind the propaganda of ‘lazy Greeks’; The average Greek
works much more than the equivalent German or Northern European worker. And s/he is also
paid much less.
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Den 8. februar 2011 –
1
den 26. april 2012 (spredte)
Sider af løgnen

som klæder den.

Sandheden er fragmenteret. Men den
viser sig konstant. Dens brudstykker slår
revner og skaber scenarier. Scenarierne
udløser forskellige mulige verdener.
Samtidig findes der andre . De stammer
fra den samme sandhed, som de andre
brudstykker, selvom de ser ud til ikke at
have med hinanden at gøre. At finde alle
disse forbindelser, ja, det er en besværlig
opgave. At vise perspektiverne, det er det,
der er behov for. At se fremad: hvordan
vil alt dette udvikle sig? Hvordan har det
allerede udviklet sig?

En “europæisk” kommissær udtalte
at “denne politik har til formål at gøre
grækerne fattigere, så de ikke køber
dyre produkter, producerer billigere og
således bliver mere konkurrencedygtige”.
Produkterne udgør fællesnævneren i
definitionen af mennesket, ifølge denne
logik.

Pludselig befandt alle vores referencer
sig i margenen. Sangene stemte ikke
længere overens med noget. Alt det, de
udtrykker, er på tilbagetog. Der er ikke
tid til den slags. Den slags vedkommer
kun dem som har et valg. De vil stå
tilbage som minder fra en svunden tid,
med halt og bedragerisk trivsel. For nu,
vil referencerne være at finde på mere
ufremkommelige steder. I teoriens rum.
Måske er det der, musikken vil lykkes med
at komme på benene igen til en harmoni,

I lang tid var det vigtigt at “grækerne”,
ligesom andre folk, var forbrugere af
produkter, som andre producerede.
Forholdet mellem forbruger og producent
er ved at blive omstruktureret. Og så
opstår der nye modsigelser: hvem skal
købe alle produkterne, hvis dem – som
var forbrugere – mister deres rolle (fordi
der også tales om produktionsstigning/
stigning i produktionen af varer).
Nye markeder. For tiden er det måske
“kineserne”.
De svartsynte galninger[1]glæder sig
over krisen.
“I læser ikke krisen rigtigt” sagde den
øksebærende mand, som de udnævnte
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til minister, “krisen skyldes ikke ekstrem
højreorienteret eller nyliberalistisk politik,
den skyldes ekstrem venstreorienteret
politik”.
De svartsynte galninger ser hellere, at
mennesker går til grunde, end deres egne
idealer.
“Hvad betyder 50 år for Grækenland?”,
siger de som elsker krig (og mammon
endnu mere).
Ligesom i krig har mennesker ikke
nogen værdi. De er i forvejen blevet
svinet til, og derfor ser man nu sit snit til
at sønderknuse dem, så nye mennesker
kan opstå, mennesker som er mere
ægte, sådan som de svartsynte galninger
foretrækker dem.
Men det vil ikke lykkes for dem,
uanset hvor hårdt de prøver. De
kan ikke kontrollere nutiden eller
fremtiden. Medmindre de fremstiller
genmodificerede robotter. Der vil altid
være noget, der går galt. Noget, der ikke
findes på deres lister. Det er der, livet
opstår.
“Grækerne skal tage sig sammen og
arbejde” udtaler udenlandske medier.
De generaliserer: “grækerne”, som om de
kender alle grækere, som om de taler ud
fra et videnskabeligt grundlag.
I landet spreder arbejdsløsheden sig
til over en million mennesker. For ikke
at tale om arbejdsforholdene, dem som
allerede eksisterede, og dem som bliver
til nu. For ikke at tale om, hvad arbejde
betyder, hvilke betingelser, der definerer
arbejdsløshed, hvad der afskiller arbejdet
fra ikke-arbejde. (manglen på og tvangen
til at sælge sin arbejdskraft for at sikre den
overlevelse, som nogle har monopoliseret

(stjålet)).
Lad os sige at grækerne skal arbejdet.
Men hvor? Skal de tage en skovl og
begynde at grave? Gør arbejdet en fri? Er
“arbejdet” en social værdi eller et middel
til disciplinering? Skal arbejdet ikke
have med noget virkeligt at gøre, med
menneskers behov at gøre?
Har vi haft noget valg? (generelt i livet)
Ja. Ikke utallige men nogle. Vi kunne
– for eksempel – sige nej (selvom vi, da
vi troede at chancer ville føre til flere
valg, sjældent sagde det). Uanset det
pseudopolitiske vrøvl om frelsen, om “det
solide grundlag” osv. har krisens politik til
formål at afskære vores valgmuligheder.
Krisen taler hele tiden om ensrettede
gader. Men i virkeligheden findes der ikke
ensrettede gader. I hvert fald ikke sådan
som den økonomiske og politiske orden
mener det. Dette betyder, at de ensrettede
gader må indføres af et eller andet etableret
system. Menneskernes armod skaber
ensrettede gader, fordi nødvendighedens
lov afskærer alle former for valg, og man
tvinges til ubetinget at acceptere det,
man bliver tilbudt. Værdigheden er det
centrale emne.
Bild-zeitung
Fra de dovne grækere, som selv er skyld
i deres lidelser, kom turen til de korrupte
græske politikere, som er skyld i folkets
lidelser (ved hjælp af kamp og ild lykkedes
det for folket, at udstøde et skrig, som
skræmte nazisterne). Derudover bærer
ekstremismen, der styrkes i Grækenland,
også skylden. Og tabloidaviserne med det
høje oplagstal udtrykte deres utilfredshed
med, at man i Grækenland kalder
tyskerne for nazister. De vil åbenbart

DEN 8. FEBRUAR 2011 - DEN 26. APRIL 2012
ikke have at nogen definerer dem. De
vil selv gerne definere “deres egne” og
“de andre”. Selvfølgelig er den førnævnte
definition forkert. Det er – blandt andet
– de hyklere, der trykker aviser som den
føromtalte i alle lande i verden, der er
nazister, og ikke alle “tyskere”, eller andre
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folk. Tabloidavisen, der skabte furore
ved at dømme folk, understreger også,
at “Tyskland”på ingen måde er skyld
i det, der sker i “Grækenland”. Således
meningsudfylder den Tyskland, for at
sælge aviser til “tyskerne”.

10.03.2010. Greece-Virus: Which Countries Are Next? Greek
Prime Minister Papandreou Warns Against A Greek Virus.
Other Countries Could Be AfFected. A New Economic Crisis.
21.06.2011. Crisis In Greece; Papandreou Wins Confidence
Vote. We Did It! Georgios Papandreou Is Prime Minister Of
Greece! Razor-Thin Victory In The Vote Of Confidence.
11.02.2010. Greece: What Does The Euro-Crisis Mean For
Us Germans? The Euro Countries Are Fighting For Our
Currency! But Who Is To Blame For The Crisis? What Does The
Crisis Mean For The Euro?
24.03.2010. The Crisis In Greece. Euro-Bomb Is Ticking!
Explosive AtmosPhere In The Financial Markets! Before The
Eu Summit They Are All Waiting For A Signal To Rescue The
Bankrupt Greeks. The Euro Exchange Rate At Risk.
10.05.2011. Greece Threatens To Collapse Like Ddr? The
Euro Is In Free Fall. The Greeks Are Guilty. Economists And
Politicians Debate The ConseQuences.
16.06.2011. Greek Crisis From Bankruptcy: What Now
Costas? Greece-Horror With No End! Bild.De Explains How
Much Money We Have Already GivEn To The Greeks And What
The Collapse Of That State Would Cost Us.
04.03.2010. Greek Crisis: Bankrupt Greeks Won’t Get A
Cent From Us! Greek Prime Minister Papandreou Comes To
Germany Today, Invited By Chancellor Angela Merkel. Sole
Theme: The Dramatic Financial Condition Of Greece!
21.04.2010. Germany Is To Pay € 18 Billion! Greece Is For The
German TaxpayEr A Financial Nightmare! 18 Billion Euros
From Germany For The Bankrupt Greeks.
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23.04.2010. Loan Assistance Of The Eu. What Do The Bankrupt
Greeks Cost Us? The Greeks Have Officially Asked For An Eu
Assistance Loan. But, What Do The Bankrupt Greeks Cost Us?
24.04.2010. Greece-Help. Expert Mind: We Will Not See Our
Money Again. All Of Europe Is Talking About Greece! Bild.De
Spoke With Ifo Chief Hans-Werner Sinn On The Financial Aid
For The Greeks. He Warns Us!
27.04.2010. Greeks’ Bankruptcy: Fear For Our Money! Are
The Bankrupt Greeks Tearing Down All Of Europe? Greek
Government Bonds Are RegardEd As Trash From Yesterday.
04.05.2010. Greek Press Hate-Speech Against Our Chancellor.
You Get Money From Us. A Lot Of Money! And What Do The
Bankrupt Greeks Do: They Swear Against Our Chancellor.
There Are Even Stasi-Nazi Comparisons!
02.03.2010. Crisis In Greece: This Is How Corrupt The Bankrupt
Greeks Are. Usurious Corruption In Greece: Whoever Needs A
License Or A Hospital Room To Pay, Must Bribe. 1300 € Per Year!
12.03.2010. Mass Uprising Strikes: The Greeks Lost Their
Dreamland? The Mass Uprising Against The Shock-Saving
Program Of The Government Threatens To Destroy The Image
Of The Greeks. Are They Striking Their Destroyed Country?
26.04.2010. Clique And Corruption Is How The System Works
In Greece. One Country, Two Families And The Question: Is
Greece Democracy Or Dynasty?
29.04.2010. Yet Bankrupt Greeks Celebrate And Celebrate
And Celebrate... Greece On The Brink Of Bankruptcy. What
Now? Panic On The Titanic? The Greeks Celebrate As If There
Was No Tomorrow.
19.05.2011. Merkel Escalates Pressure: Greeks Should
Take Less Holidays. The Pressure On Europe’s Growing
Debt Sinners: Chancellor Angela MerKel Wants The People
To Work Longer In The Indebted States And To Have Less
Vacation.

DEN 8. FEBRUAR 2011 - DEN 26. APRIL 2012

04.05.2010. Greeks In Euro Crash Make Our Bread More
Expensive! The Greeks Weaken The Euro. That We Do Today:
Prices Are Rising. Even Bread Is More Expensive. The Recovery
Is In Danger!
20.09.2011. Euro Crisis: Greeks Burn Tax Bills! [What
Happens] When The Greeks Finally See That They Have To Save?
Yesterday, There Were Already Riots In Athens!
20.09.2011. Fight Against Bankrupt Greece: 150 000 Officials
Kicked Out. The Greeks Are Bankrupt In October - If They Do
Not Save At Last! Athens Wants To Take Drastic Measures.
21.09.2011. New Savings Plan Must Now Bleed The Greeks
Properly. The Greek Government Is Serious And Strikes Even
More Public Sector Jobs Than Previously Planned.
22.09.2011. First I Pay No Tax Rebel Cents For Bankrupt
Greeks! One Man Against Debt-Europe! Markus Bauer Gore,
Accountant, Does Not Want To Pay More Taxes For Indebted
Countries Like Greece.
06.09.2011. Schäuble: Greeks Save At Last, Otherwise No
Euros! Basta’s Speech In Parliament — Our Euro — Minister
At His Best! Wolfgang Schaeuble Has Urged Greece To Meet
The Savings Goals.
06.06.2011. Despite The Crisis, Greeks Pay Retirement
Pensions To The Dead. How Can This Even Be Possible? For The
First Time The Greek Government Has Officially Admitted
That Millions Of Euros Were Paid To Dead Pensioners.
05.06.2011. With A Swastika! Greeks Ridicule Europe.
Nevertheless, They Get Billions! What Are The Limits Of
Europeans To Hate Speech And Swastika Posters By The
Playful, Bankrupt Country Of Greece?
03.03.2010. Sell Your Islands, You Bankrupt Greeks! And
Sell The Acropolis Too! The Greek Government Has To
Take Radical Steps To Sell Its Property – For Example Its
Uninhabited Islands.
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Fascismen
er
på
fremmarch bygge op i overensstemmelse med tidligere
internationalt. Le Pens højreekstremister tiders dikterede livsideal, ødelægges af nye
overraskede (igen) ved det triste franske former for lovlig udplyndring.
valg. “Europa” skyndte sig til at fordømme.
Deres største fejl var, at de tilpassede
Hvad?
sig. Fejlen bestod i, at de accepterede
“Populismen”
(ikke
racismen, “realismens” ånd; en ånd, som betød, at de
eller fascismen). For de institutioner uden spørgsmål måtte tilpasse sig en gæld,
og de identiteter, som konstrueres i de ikke selv havde stiftet; en gæld, som de
teknokraternes og de kapitalistiske lobbyers ikke har forudsætninger for at forstå, men
Europa, er der to lejre: teknokraterne og alligevel (bittert, ja) må acceptere, da de
populisterne. Alt, det der er ideologisk – ikke er istand til at stille spørgsmålstegn
fra venstre såvel som fra højre – forbindes ved den i praksis eller ved hjælp af
med populisterne. Deres politik opfattes argumenter.
som anakronistisk, ikke som et udtryk for
Skuespillet derude overlader os
identitet, tendenser, ideer eller interesserer.
til
forbruget som en fælles “tilstand”
For
nyliberalisterne
repræsenterer
(patologi)
og efterlader kun to udveje til de
“populismen” det uopnåelige. “Realismen”,
magtesløse
og kastrerede forbrugere: raseri
“alvoren”, det “moderne”, “fremgangen”
og
medynk.
I begge tilfælde er det “vores”
og “den eneste mulighed” forbindes
“skyld”.
Solidaritet
fra de få. Fra de rastløse
med teknokraterne (evnen til at tilpasse
sjæle,
der
er
i
stand
til at gennemskue den
sig kapitalismens fleksible behov).
fremherskende
løgn.
Teknokraterne organiserer den praktiske
anvendelse af den nyliberale ideologi. De
(Er der mon krise?)
udgør kapitalismens politiske side.
Hvad er krisen. Og hvad slags krise,
Tallene er blevet til magtens sprog.
er det?
Måske har de altid været det. En måde at
fortolke på, en logik, en udtryksmåde, og
Hvis ja, skal vi gøre noget ved det
en kontrolmetode.
eller ej?
Økonomerne har skabt et uforståeligt
univers af komplicerede tal og muligheder,
og der har de installeret – eller måske skjult
– en uigennemsigtig magt.

Hvem har krise og hvem skal gøre noget
ved det

Vi behøver ikke alle blive økonomer
– på trods af de gør deres bedste, for at
forhindre os i at forstå- for at dekonstruere
absolutismens formørkede uhyre, som
misvisende kalder sig for “økonomi”.

Få svarer.

Mange analyser. Og meninger.

Mange kommer med de “få” svar.Korte,
larmende svar, med sparsomme ord.
På et tidspunkt blev krisen offentliggjort.

Krisen spreder sig fra de lavere til de
Alle de økonomiske bobler, som vi hørte
mellemste samfundslag.
briste, kom forud,og selvfølgelig havde vi
allerede oplevet mange års akkumulation
Alt det, folk har brugt et helt liv på at

DEN 8. FEBRUAR 2011 - DEN 26. APRIL 2012
og stræben efter varm luft, såvel som
mangel på mådehold, mangel på formål,
visioner og perspektiv for samfundet,
naturen og menneskerne.
Krisen eksisterede i forvejen, men
de fleste vendte det blinde øje til.
Politikkerne, fjernsynet, aviserne meldte
om, hvor godt det gik. Lån var stadig
tilgængelige. Økonomerne talte for alle
slags lån, ferielån, julelån, forbrugslån
osv.. På den planet var der ingen
problemer. Arbejdsløse var selv skyld i
deres problemer, fordi de var dovne, fordi
de havde valgt den forkerte uddannelse
som 17-årige, fordi de ikke var gode i
skolen, fordi de ikke var modne nok, fordi
de var forkælede, fordi de var venner med
de forkerte, fordi de ikke kæmpede for
det, fordi de ikke havde været i militær
tjeneste. (Det var alt sammen noget, de
selv stod for, samfundet eksisterede ikke,
kun individet – som fjernsynet og andre
objekter messede). Den “sunde fornuft”
fortalte dengang, at arbejdsløshed slet
ikke eksisterede på den planet.
Krisen er vellykket, hvis man tænker
på, at den er blevet en fællesnævner, som
afstemmer vores liv, vores samtaler, vores
tanker dagligt. En massiv mobilisering, en
stat i undtagelsestilstand, massemediernes
kannibalisme, et bombardement af krav og
data, skyldfølelse og skideballerskulle der
til, for at krisen kunne blive til en objektiv
realitet.Marx havde ret, kapitalismen er
revolutionær.
Kunne man mon ignorere alt dette,
som når man zapper videre? Skuespillene
og vanen peger os i den retning.
Modsigelserne er synlige for de fleste.
Samtidig er der andre, for hvem den
nuværende situation sært nok er lige
så slem som før. Derfor er det måske
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bedre, at denne råddenskab kom frem i
lyset. Derudover begyndte politik også
at være en nødvendighed. Politik, der
vedrører byen, hverdagen, hvad vi skal
gøre, kommunikation, realiteterne, fjernt
fra planer udenfor kontakt med nogen
eller noget. Hvordan vil det gå? Dette er
et spørgsmål.
Hvad vil der ske med vores byer? Det
er også et spørgsmål. Lad os sige om ti år.
Hvordan vil vores liv være i byerne?
Store forandringer, som river kloakslam
og de gode elementer med sig, uden
skelnen. Men der er altid noget, der står
tilbage.
Krisen er et skuespil, ligesom alle andre
skuespil, hvad enten de er iscenesatte
eller ej – hvad enten de har fundet sted
eller ej, hvad enten de er vigtige eller ej.
Som en realitet, blev krisen udråbt af
politikere og økonomiske ”eksperter”, og
reproduceret af massemedierne, som i en
undtagelsestilstand.
Billeder af farverige diagrammer,
tal-eventyr, planer og scener fra andre
menneskers liv i hele verden (ansvarlige
for krisen eller uskyldige), direkte
udsendelser fra yuppiernes stormfulde
(gyser)
diskussioner,
økonomernes
appeller, som vækker minder om svundne
tiders appeller fra politiske ledere.
Åbenbaringslignende og eskatologiske
fortællinger om katastroferne, som
venter med økonomiens snarlige kollaps,
jakkesæt og biler, voldelige billeder
medild og horder af strømere, som tæver
sortklædte maskerede demonstranter,
der kaster sten, billeder og informationer
om elendigheden til de følsomme og til
dyrevennerne. Et skuespil, der hører sig
til morgen, middag og aften og for enhver
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smag, der præsenteres som realitet og
information. De færreste er rustet til at tale
om skuespillets grænser, informationens
grænser, sandheden og løgnens grænser.
Under alle omstændigheder, findes der
både positive og frastødendeskuespil.
Krisen er et ondtskuespil, for det afslører
først og fremmest et kæmpemæssigt nul
i økonomiens “huller”, som opsuger vores
liv, klasse for klasse, én for én.
Den kapitalistiske (eller feudalske?)
genoprettelse
Kæmpemæssige summer af penge, som
ikke repræsenterer virkelig rigdom, flyttes
rundt i hele verden. Den største rigdom er
at finde hos de allerfærreste. Kapital, som
ikke reproduceres. De rige kalder folket
for “plebejere”.

Billederne
af
mellemkrigstiden
i postmoderne rammer: tiggere og
matadorer. IMFs Lagard med sin stok er
som en grotesk version af Andy Anderbilt
(Onkel Joakims har altid set luset ud)
kombineret med grev Dracula.
Hævnen er sød for de gamle (og dem,
der plages af mindreværdskomplekser):
Berlusconi og Strauss Kahn, gamle
småborgerlige røvhuller, hvis penge og
magt gør det muligt at fortære unge piger.
[1] …korsvejene jeg kendte er blevet
uvejløse. Selddjuker med klubber lurer.
Khaganer med gribbehoder smir sine
renker. Sodomitter og kikskjendere
og svartsynte galninger mørkstyrer
fremtiden.
(Odysseas Elytis, Værdig det er, XI)

(Excerpt by Markos Karayannos, 2012,
‘Journals of an interesting time’. Thessaloniki,
Nisides)
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MYTEN OM GRÆKENLANDS
SELVFORSKYLDTE GÆLDSKRISE
by Dominique Routhier, Yiannis Mylonas, Antonios Alexandridis
Efter fire år med krise og en
kontinuerlig
nedskæringspolitik
er
Grækenlands generelle levestandard
blevet alvorligt degraderet, og landet
oplever nu en fascistisk opkomst der
med organisationer som Gyldent Daggry
rækker fra gaden og ind i parlamentet.
Parallelt hermed er Grækenlands
demokratiske institutioner systematisk
blevet undermineret og udhulet af
sparediktater fra den såkaldte Trojka (et
samarbejde mellem EU, den europæiske
centralbank ECB og den internationale
valutaorganisation IMF). Tilmed blev
der med lukningen af ERT tidligere i år
(Grækenlands landsdækkende publicservice kanal) sat en effektiv stopper
for en bare tilnærmelsesvist objektiv
mediedækning af den førte krisepolitik i
Grækenland og konsekvenserne heraf.
Men det er ikke kun i Grækenland,
at mediebilledet nu er alvorligt
kompromitteret. Også på vores hjemlige
breddegrader
er
mediedækningen
præget af et reduktionistisk narrativ,

som til stadighed insisterer på, at krisen
udelukkende er grækernes egen skyld,
fordi “de har levet over evne” og haft en
“hæmningsløs forbrugsfest” (Richard
Swartz, Information 2.-3. November:
“Skamløst
græsk
pengeplageri”).
Swartz gentager her egentlig blot den
velkendte og banale fordom overfor
grækerne om, at de er en “præmoderne” og “klientelistisk” nation af
“pengeplagere”, og udstiller således mest
af alt blot begrænsningerne ved hans egen
kulturalistisk-individualistiske forståelse
af den økonomiske krise. (Se bla. også
Information d. 16.7 2011, d. 13.12 2012 og
d. 11.7 2013). Men mere end det, så afspejler
denne reduktionistiske forklaringsmodel
desværre også en bredere diskursiv
tendens i danske såvel som europæiske
medier til ubegrundet mytedannelse
om krisens angivelige årsager. Swartz
mangeårige angreb mod “sydeuropæisk
klientelisme og anti-modernisme” med
Information som ukritisk talerør er, som
publiceret videnskabeligt arbejde peger
på, desværre blot symptomatisk for en
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udbredt journalistisk misinformation
, der tenderer mod stereotypier og
mytedannelse.
Tilsyneladende har Swartz da heller
ikke besværet sig med at konsultere
de offentligt tilgængelige fakta om den
økonomiske krise, inden han satte sig
for at sværte en befolkning på over 11
millioner mennesker til. Han forlader
sig derimod blot på, hvad der nu synes at
være blevet den diskursive norm, nemlig
at Grækenland skulle være et særtilfælde i
Europa, der selv er ansvarlig for dets egen
krise.
På trods af Swartz’ imperative tone i
sin retorik, kommer hans argumentation
dog ikke rigtig ud af stedet, netop fordi
denne ikke har hold i virkeligheden.
Et beklageligt træk ved Swartz’ artikel,
der desværre også kendetegner den
“journalistiske genre”, vi her ønsker at
kritisere. Nedskæringerne holder ikke
Grækenland “oven vande”, som Swartz
hævder, men har derimod været en
veritabel katastrofe, selv efter Trojkaens
målestok, og en hel nation befinder sig
som direkte følge heraf nu i en så prekær
og uværdig situation, at det giver mening
at tale om et igangværende sammenbrud.
Men Swartz synes at mene, at dette blot
er retfærdigheden der sker fyldest. Man
må jo betale sin gæld. Men hvem skabte
egentlig denne gæld i første omgang?
Ifølge Swartz er fejlen overvejende
på den græske befolknings side. Den
“politiske klasse i Grækenland” (i
øvrigt medlem af EU siden 1981) har,
ifølge Swartz, nærmest blot efterlevet
befolkningens vilje, der jo “siden juntaens
fald har kunnet stemme på hvem de ville”.
Således afspejler den massive gældsætning
af de offentlige finanser, ifølge dette
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narrativ, egentlig blot en “hæmningsløs”
og “skamløs” befolknings overforbrug,
hvilket igen skyldes at den “stort set
er uden tradition for selvrefleksion og
selvkritik”. Denne befolking burde altså
“glæde” sig over, at Trojkaen er der “til at
betale regningen”, nu hvor “festen er forbi”.
Men lad os nu – i modsætning til Swartz se nærmere på, hvori denne “fest” bestod,
og på hvem det egentlig var der “festede”,
og hvem der blot må rydde op, for nu at
blive i metaforen.
OECD’s rapport for eksempel viser
med al tydelighed, at den gennemsnitlige
græker i årene op til krisen - altså i de
år, hvor den ifølge Swartz stod på græsk
“forbrugsfest” - rent faktisk arbejdede, og
det markant længere pro anno, end den
gennemsnitlige Svensker, Dansker, Tysker
eller nogen anden europæer gjorde i
samme tidsrum .
Hertil kommer, at den græske
befolkning ikke har levet “over evne” og
købt (BMW’er og Mercedeser) på ”kredit”
således som Swartz insinuerer. Faktum er
nemlig, at den græske befolknings private
gældsætning hører til blandt de laveste i
Europa. Til sammenligning har Danmark
et af de højeste private gældsniveauer
i verden , og har således i sandhed levet
på kredit. Grækenlands offentlige gæld altså den der er blevet indstiftet af græske
politikere og teknokrater i embede var
ganske rigtigt temmelig høj ved krisens
udbrud. Men ser man tallene nærmere
efter, så peger meget i retning af, at en
uhellig alliance af korrupte politikere
og internationale kooperationer har
medvirket til at accelerere gældsniveauet
markant. Et sigende eksempel herpå
er bestikkelsesskandalen fra 2008
vedrørende den tyske virksomhed
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Siemens AG. Denne havde, som det
kom for dagen, indgået ulovlige aftaler i
milliardklassen med græske embedsmænd
fra regeringen om blandt andet leverancer
af sikkerhedssystemerne til Olympiaden
i 2004 i Athen, såvel som indgået andre
ulovlige aftaler om leverancer til landet
op gennem 1990erne . Men dette på trods,
så er Swartz argument, at Grækenlands
gældskrise er hele befolkningens moralske
anliggende.

Bør den menige græker således føle sig
moralsk forpligtet på at tilbagebetale denne
gæld, og lider den græske befolkning som
helhed nu kun retmæssigt under åget af
politikernes korruption og økonomiske
uansvarlighed? Bør grækerne, som Swartz
i et strengt alfaderligt tonefald påbyder
dem, “glæde” sig over “hjælpepakkerne”
fra EU, der skal medvirke til at nedbringe
den høje offentlige gæld, som efter Swartz
udsagn er på hele 170% af BNP? Af
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åbenlyse grunde ikke.
Faktum er nemlig, at “hjælpen” er en
orwellsk eufemisme når den er bedst.
Grækenlands gæld var i 2009 på 148%
af BNP, og er nu efter fire års dikterede
spareprogrammer blevet “hjulpet” op
på 175% af BNP. Tak for “hjælpen”,
kunne man tilføje. “Hjælpepakkerne”
er i virkeligheden, som Swartz selv
indrømmer, blot en hjælp til at
tilbagebetale de europæiske banker, der
“var så letsindige at overøse landet” med
lån i en tid, hvor hele systemet var baseret
på dækningsløs kredit, dvs. før 2008 .
Men i stedet for at spørge, hvem
der har skabt og derfor retsmæssigt
“burde” betale gælden tilbage, kunne
man spørge, hvem der profiterer af
gælden nu? Tyskland for eksempel, hvis
“skatteydere” vi ifølge Swartz bør have
“solidaritet” med frem for grækerne, har
ligesom flere andre centrale EU-lande har
profiteret voldsomt på den “græske krise”
og på samarbejdsvilligheden af en stærkt
kompromitteret græsk politisk klasse, der
helt er underlagt Trojkaens neo-liberale
agenda for økonomien. Ifølge Der Spiegel
(08/2013) har det tyske finansministerium
gjort informationer tilgængelige, der viser
at Tyskland har tjent næsten 41 milliarder
euro siden krisens udbrud alene i
reducerede rentebetalinger. I det samme
tidsrum, ifølge samme information, har
krisen kun kostet Tyskland 599 millioner
euro indtil nu.
På den anden side ødelægger
nedskæringerne i Grækenland nu alt,
hvad der er blevet møjsommeligt opbygget
i den vanskelige nyere græske historie. En
historie der med nazisternes ødelæggelser,
en borgerkrigs hærgen og et udefra
støttet diktatur har sat sine spor i landet
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og befolkningen. Nu finder der under
påskud af en “nødvendig” sparepolitik en
omfattende neo-liberal restrukturering
af landet sted. Alle offentlige instanser,
den nationale infrastruktur, og samtlige
landets naturressourcer såvel som dets
arbejdskraft udplyndres og sælges til
højest bydende private aktører. Den
totale og systematiske underminering
af demokratiske rettigheder er ikke en
konsekvens af “årtiers svigt” (Swartz),
men en direkte følge af det neo-liberale
eksperiment der for tiden udfoldes med
Grækenlands befolkning som forsøgsdyr.
Swartz’
kulturalistisk
forklædte
quasi-racistiske propaganda bidrager
til at legitimere eksperimentet ved at
reproducere og bestyrke en normativ
ramme der naturaliserer disse ekstreme
økonomiske tiltag som de “uundgåelige
konsekvenser”. Men uundgåelig er
kun tyngdeloven og andre “naturlove”.
Økonomien derimod er er menneskeskabt.
Men Swartz er tilsyneladende lige
ignorant overfor såvel økonomiske fakta
som overfor mennesker og kultur. Måske
er han blot forundret over, at grækerne gør
modstand mod økonomiens naturlove?
Men netop heri bør man måske finde
inspirationen til en genopfindelse af det
europæiske demokrati og skabelsen af
en mere retfærdig verden hinsides den
økonomiske tvang.
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The Orwellian language
behind the eurocrisis
by Andrew Marshall
In Europe’s debt crisis, language is
not what it seems. Welcome to a world
where crisis is stability, austerity is
recovery, and poverty is power.
The following is a sample analysis
from my upcoming book on the global
economic crisis and global resistance
movements. Please consider donating
to The People’s Book Project to help
support the effort to finish this book:
“Political language… is designed to
make lies sound truthful and murder
respectable, and to give an appearance
of solidity to pure wind.”
– George Orwell, Politics and the
English Language (1946)
Political
language
functions
through euphemism, by employing
soft-sounding or simply meaningless
words
to
describe
otherwise
monstrous and vicious policies and
objectives. In the European debt

crisis, political language employed by
politicians, economists, technocrats
and bankers is designed to make
policies which create poverty and
exploitation appear to be logical and
reasonable. The language employed
includes the words and phrases: fiscal
austerity/consolidation,
structural
adjustment/reform, labour flexibility,
competitiveness, and growth. To
understand political language, one
must translate it. This requires four
steps: first, you look at the rhetoric
itself as inherently meaningless;
second, you examine the policies that
are taken; third, you look at the effects
of the policies. Finally, if the effects do
not match the rhetoric, yet the same
policies are pursued time and time
again, one must translate the effects
as the true meaning of the rhetoric.
Thus, the rhetoric has meaning, but
not at face value.
The debt crisis followed the 2007-
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2009 financial crisis, erupting first with
Greece, then Ireland, Portugal, Italy
and Spain, and now even threatens to
spread elsewhere. Of those mentioned,
only Italy has not received a bailout.
Though whether “bailed out” or not,
Europe’s people are being forced
to undergo “austerity measures,” a
political-economic euphemism for
cutting social spending, welfare,
social services, public sector jobs, and
increased taxes. The aim, they are told,
is to get their “fiscal house in order.”
The people protest, and go out into the
streets. The state responds by meeting
the people with riot police, batons,
tear gas, pepper spray, and rubber
bullets. This is called “restoring order.”
The effects of austerity are to
increase poverty, unemployment,
and misery. People are fired from
the public sector, welfare and social
benefits are reduced or lost, retirement
ages are increased to keep people in
the work force and off the pension
system, which is also cut. Cuts to
health care and education take a social
and physical toll; as poverty increases
the need for better health care, that
very system is dismantled when it is
needed most. Taxes are increased,
and wages are decreased. People
are deeper in debt, and destined for
destitution. The objective, we are told,
is to reduce public spending so that
the government can reduce its deficit
(the yearly debt).
In Europe, austerity has been

the siren call of all the agencies,
organizations,
and
individuals
who represent the interests of elite
financial control. In March 2010, the
OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development)
suggested Europe undertake a
program of austerity lasting for no
less than six years from 2011 to 2017,
which the Financial Times referred to
as “highly sensible.” In April of 2010,
the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS) – the central bank to the world’s
central banks – called for European
nations to begin implementing
austerity measures. In June of 2010,
the G20 finance ministers agreed: it
was time to enter the age of austerity!
German Chancellor Angela Merkel,
the European midwife of austerity, set
an example for the EU by imposing
austerity measures at home in
Germany. The G20 leaders met and
agreed that the time for stimulus
had come to an end, and the time for
austerity poverty was at hand.
This was of course endorsed by the
unelected technocratic president of the
European Commission, José Manuel
Barroso. The unelected president of
the European Council, Herman Van
Rompuy, also agreed, explaining in
his unrelenting economic wisdom
that austerity “has no real effect on
economic growth.” Jean-Claude
Trichet, president of the European
Central Bank (ECB), also hopped
on the austerity train, writing in the
Financial Times that, “now is the time
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to restore fiscal sustainability.” Jaime
Caruana, General Manager of the
Bank for International Settlements
(BIS) stated in June of 2011 that the
need for austerity was “more urgent”
than ever, while BIS chairman,
Christian Noyer, also the governor
of the Bank of France (and board
member of the ECB), stated that apart
from austerity, “there’s no solution
possible” for Greece.

“As we can
loosely translate
‘austerity’ into
poverty, we
may translate
‘structural
adjustment’ into
exploitation.
After all, nothing
goes better with
poverty than
exploitation!”
In April of 2011, the two president
of the EU – Barroso and Van Rompuy
– felt it was necessary to clarify (just
in case people were getting the wrong
idea), that: “Some people fear this
work is about dismantling the welfare
states and social protection… Not at
all … It is to save these fundamental
aspects of the European model… We
want to make sure that our economies
are competitive enough to create jobs
and to sustain the welfare of all our
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citizens and that’s what our work is
about.” However, the following year,
the new European Central Bank
president, Mario Draghi (former
governor of the Bank of Italy),
stated in an interview with the Wall
Street Journal that, “there was no
alternative to fiscal consolidation,”
meaning austerity, and that Europe’s
social contract was “obsolete” and
the social model was “already gone.”
However, Draghi explained, it was
now necessary to promote “growth,”
adding, “and that’s why structural
reforms are so important.”
Thus, “austerity packages” will then
prepare the state and economy for the
next phase, which, we are told, would
make the country “competitive”
and create “growth.” This is how
the country would pay off its total
debt, which deficits merely add to.
This process is called “structural
adjustment” (or “structural reform”)
and it requires “competitiveness” to
facilitate “growth.”
As we can loosely translate
“austerity” into poverty, we may
translate “structural adjustment” into
exploitation. After all, nothing goes
better with poverty than exploitation!
How does “structural adjustment”
become exploitation? Well through
competitiveness and growth, of
course! Structural adjustment means
that the state liberalizes the economy,
so everything is deregulated, all
state-owned assets are privatized,
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like roads, hospitals, airports, rivers,
water systems, minerals, resources,
state-owned companies, services, etc.
This, as the story goes, will encourage
“investment” in the country when
it “needs it most.” This idea suggests
that foreign banks and corporations
will enter the “market” and purchase
all these wonderful things, explaining
that they work better when they are
“competitive” in the “free market,” and
then with their new investments, they
will create new industries, employ
local people, revive the economy,
and with the “trickle down” from the
most productive and profitable, all of
society will rise in living standards
and opportunity.
But
first,
other
“structural
adjustment” measures must be
simultaneously employed. One of the
most important ones is called “labour
flexibility.” This means that if you
have protected wages, hours, benefits,
pensions… well, now you don’t! If you
are a member of a union, or engage in
collective bargaining (which has at its
disposal the threat of a strike), soon
you won’t. This is done because, as the
story goes, wages must be decreased
to increase the competitiveness of the
labour force. Simply put, if less money
goes into labour during the process of
production, what is ultimately being
produced will be cheaper on “the
market,” and thus, will become more
attractive to potential buyers. Thus,
with lower wages come greater profits.
ECB president Mario Draghi himself

emphasized that the “structural
reforms” which Europe needs are,
“the product and services market
reform,” and then “the labour market
reform which takes different shapes
in different countries.” He added
that the point was “to make labour
markets more flexible and also fairer
than they are today.” Isn’t that nice?
He wants to make labour markets
“fairer.” What this means is that, since
some countries have protections for
various workers, this is unfair to the
workers who have no protections,
because, as Draghi explained, “in
these countries there is a dual labour
market: highly flexible for the young
part of the population… [and] highly
inflexible for the protected part of the
population.” Thus, “labour markets at
the present time are unfair in such a
setting because they put all the weight
of flexibility on the young part of the
population.” So to make the labour
markets “fair,” everyone should be
equally exploitable, and thus, equally
flexible.
Labour flexibility will then help
“specialize” your country in producing
one or a few select goods, which you
can produce better, cheaper, and more
of than anywhere else. Then your
economy will have success and the
lives of all will prosper and grow…
just not their wages. That is left to
the “trickle down” from those whose
wages are increased, the corporate,
banking, and government executives
and managers. That is because they
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take all the risk (remember, you are not
risking anything when you passively
accept your wages and standards of
living to be rapidly decreased), and
thus, they should get all of the reward.
And because their rewards are so
huge, large scraps will fall off of their
table and onto the floor, which the
wage-slaves below can fight over. By
the laws of what I can only assume
is “magic,” this will eventually lift the
downtrodden from a life of poverty
and labour and all will enjoy the fruits
of being in a modern, technological,
democratic capitalist paradise! Or so
the fable goes.
The actual, predictable, and proven
results of “structural adjustment”
aimed at achieving “growth” through
“competitiveness” is exploitation. The
privatization of the economy allows
foreign banks and corporations
to come in and buy the entire
economy, resources, commodities,
infrastructure and wealth. Because the
country is always in crisis when it does
this, everything is sold very cheaply,
pennies on the dollar kind of cheap.
That is because the corporations and
banks are doing the government
and people a favour by investing in
a country which is a large risk. The
money the state gets from these sales
is recorded as “revenue,” and helps
reduce the yearly debt (deficit). The
result for the people, however, is that
mass layoffs take place, commodity
prices increase, service costs increase,
and thus, poverty increases. But
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privatization has benefits, remember;
it encourages “competitiveness.” If
everything was privatized, everyone
would compete with each other to
produce the best goods for the lowest
costs, and everyone can subsequently
prosper together in a society of
abundance.

“The people
protest, and
go out into the
streets. The
state responds
by meeting the
people with riot
police, batons,
tear gas, pepper
spray, and rubber
bullets. This is
called ‘restoring
order’.”
What actually takes place is that
multinational
corporations
and
banks, which already own most of
the world’s resources, now own yours,
too. This is not competitive, because
they are ultimately all cartels, and
collude together in exploiting vast
resources and goods from around
the world. They do compete in the
sense of seeing which one can exploit,
produce, and control more than
the other. But at the bottom of this
system, everyone else gets poorer.
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This is called “competitiveness,” but
what it actually means is control. So
if the economy needs to become more
competitive, what is really being said
is that it needs to come under more
control, and of course, in private
corporate and financial hands.
State owned industries are simply
closed down, employees fired, and
the product or resource which
that industry was responsible for
producing is then imported from
another country/corporation. A
corporation takes over that domestic
good/resource and then extracts/
produces it for itself. But this requires
labour. It’s a good thing that the labour
force has had its back broken through
austerity and adjustment, because now
there are no protected jobs, wages,
hours, unions, or workers’ rights in
general. Thus, the population is free
to be exploited for long hours and
minimal wages. This makes what they
are producing to be cheaper, and thus,
more “competitive.” This can become
extremely profitable for corporations
and banks which took all the risk
in this entire process (remember:
you don’t count; you had very little
to begin with, so you lost very little.
They have a lot, and thus, a lot more
to lose. That’s what risk means). If
workers attempt to form unions or
organize and demand higher wages,
the corporation can simply threaten
to close down the plant, and move
the jobs to somewhere else with a
more “flexible” labour force. Or, the

corporation could simply hire local
immigrant populations (or ship in
others) and pay them less for more
hours, and leave you without any
jobs. This is called “labour flexibility.”
Labour flexibility translates as cheap
labour: to bring everyone down to an
equally low level of worker standards,
and thus, to encourage “utilization,”
which means exploitation.
In the ‘Third World,’ this has been
best achieved through what are called
“Export Processing Zones (EPZs),”
a term used to describe a designated
area outside of state control in which
corporations may establish factories
to freely exploit labour as they choose.
Commodities are shipped in, goods
are produced in the EPZs, from
where they are then exported abroad,
free of pesky national taxation and
regulation. Ultimately, EPZs are mini
corporate colonies. In late May of
2012, it was reported that Germany
was looking for “alternatives” to its
exclusive focus on austerity, and
subsequently came up with a six-point
plan for “growth.” One of the most
notable points from Berlin was to
establish “special economic zones to
be created in crisis-plagued countries
at the periphery of the euro zone,” as
“foreign investors could be attracted
to those zones through tax incentives
and looser regulations.” Essentially,
they are EPZs for the Eurozone. The
plan also calls for establishing trusts
which would organize the sell-off of
state assets in massive privatization
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schemes. Further, what is needed,
according to Berlin, was to establish
a “dual education system, which
combines a standardized practical
education at a vocational school with
an apprenticeship in the same field
at a company in order to combat
high youth unemployment.” In
other words, no more academic or
intellectual education for youth,
but rather “vocational” or labouroriented education, to not allow the
expectations of the youth to rise too
far, and to simply prepare them for a
life of ‘work’ by attaining the necessary
vocational skills. And of course, the
plan for “growth” from Germany also
includes more efforts at establishing
“labour flexibility,” which would
include “a loosening of provisions
that make it difficult to fire permanent
employees and to create employment
relationships with lower tax burdens
and social security contributions.”
In other words: make it easy to fire
workers, have lower wages, and
eliminate benefits.
Economists and politicians often
talk about the need to “utilize labour
flexibility to increase competitiveness
and achieve growth.” What they are
really saying is that they need to exploit
cheap labour to increase control and
achieve profits and power. Lucas
Papademos was installed (unelected)
as the “technocratic” prime minister
of Greece in November of 2011, in
order to “help” Greece undertake the
mandatory “reforms.” Papademos
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was the perfect candidate for the
job: he was an economist educated
in the U.S., served on the board of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
was chief economist at the Bank of
Greece, he became Governor of the
bank in 1994, where he oversaw the
conversion of Greece into the euro,
and in 2002, he joined the European
Central Bank board, where he became
a Vice President under Jean-Claude
Trichet.
In a 2005 interview with the
Financial Times while he was Vice
President at the European Central
Bank (ECB), Lucas Papademos said
that European “growth” potential was
looking good, but added: “There is a
risk that, unless there are changes in
policies – more reforms in labour and
product markets – as well as in the
behaviour of private economic agents,
this [growth] range may have to be
revised downwards.” He explained:
“the main way that potential growth
could increase is through policies
that boost productivity growth and
raise labour utilization by increasing
the average hours worked and the
participation rate in the labour
market and by making this market
more flexible and adaptable.” In May
of 2010, Bank of England governor
Mervyn King stated that the Eurozone
needed “structural reforms, changes
in wages and prices in the countries
that need to regain competitiveness.”
Former ECB president Jean-Claude
Trichet had also emphasized that
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what was needed was a program of
fiscal austerity, “accompanied by
structural reforms to promote longterm growth.” In other words, what
was needed was impoverishment,
accompanied by exploitation to
promote long-term profits.

“at the bottom
of this system,
everyone else
gets poorer.
This is called
‘competitiveness,’
but what it
actually means is
control.”
The European Financial Stability
Facility (EFSF), the Euro-area bailout
fund, was headed by a man named
Klaus Regling. In an article he wrote
for The Banker, Regling emphasized
that funds from the EFSF would come
with conditions, including of course,
austerity measures, but also, “structural
reforms, such as modernizing public
administrations, improving labour
market performance and enhancing
the tax systems, with the aim of
increasing a country’s competitiveness
and growth potential.” In other words,
the conditions imposed on countries
receiving a bailout would amount
to an impoverishment program
(“austerity”), combined with increased
exploitation (“structural reforms”),

through privatization of state
industries and assets (“modernizing
public administration”), creating
a cheap labour force (“improving
labour
market
performance”),
extracting all remaining domestic
wealth (“enhancing the tax systems”),
designed
to
increase
control
(“competitiveness”)
and
profits
(“growth”).
Mario Draghi, as president of
the ECB, called for a “growth pact”
(or a “profit pact”) for Europe, to
go alongside the “fiscal pact” (or
“poverty pact”). This received quick
endorsements from France’s new
president Francois Hollande, Angela
Merkel, and José Manuel Barroso.
Merkel was sure to emphasize,
however, that growth would be “in the
form of structural reforms.”
The combination of “fiscal
austerity” and “structural adjustment”
are generally referred to as a
“comprehensive structural adjustment
program” or a “restructuring of the
economy.” This language is important
to understand because “restructuring”
as a word is used to describe two
processes: one, is that it is what is
needed to prevent a country from
defaulting on its debt and to return
the country to a period of growth; and,
on the other hand, “restructuring” is
used to describe what takes place after
a country defaults. The words in both
situations are the same, and so are
the policies, though in a default they
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are inflicted more severely. The very
process we are told we must undergo
to prevent a default, is the very same
process that we undergo after a
default. Thus, the combination of fiscal
austerity and structural adjustment is,
in actuality, a slow and painful default.
This combination of austerity and
adjustment amounts to a program
and effect of social devastation. Thus,
the words “structural adjustment
program,”
“restructuring,”
and
“default” in actuality translate into
social genocide. These three terms
provide further insight into their
use: the class system is what is being
restructured, as middle classes are
wiped out and pushed into poverty,
the poor are made destitute, and the
elite become concentrated and in total
control; the political and economic
system is being adjusted to fit this
restructuring; and the promise that
people everywhere were told, that
their leaders and society exists to
serve their interests, is what is being
defaulted on. The state does not
default; it is the ‘social contract’ that
is defaulted. Just as Mario Draghi told
the Wall Street Journal, “the European
social model has already gone…
Fiscal consolidation is unavoidable
in the present set up, and it buys time
needed for the structural reforms.”
Thus, social genocide.
As George Orwell wrote in his 1946
essay, “political language has to consist
largely of euphemism, question-
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begging and sheer cloudy vagueness.”
But there remains intent and meaning
behind the words that are used. When
we translate the political language of
the European debt crisis, it reveals a
monstrous agenda of impoverishment
and exploitation. Thus, we also see the
necessity of political language for those
who use it: one cannot argue openly
for programs of impoverishment and
exploitation for obvious reasons, so
words like “fiscal consolidation” and
“structural reform” are used, because
they are vague and obscure.
Ultimately, one can get away with
saying, “we need a comprehensive
austerity package augmented by
structural reforms, such as labour
flexibility, designed to increase
competitiveness and facilitate growth,”
as opposed to: “We need to rapidly
impoverish our populations, whom
we will then exploit to the fullest, such
as by creating a cheap labour force,
which would increase elite control and
generate private profits.” Such honesty
and bluntness would lead to revolt,
so, political language is used instead.
In Europe, political language is part
of a ‘power dialectic’ which supports
policies and agendas that aim to take
more for those who already have the
most, and to take from all the rest; to
impoverish, exploit and oppress; to
plunder, profit and punish.
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upheaval
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HOW TO DISTINGUISH A NEOLIBERAL
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how to distinguish
a neoliberal
by Augustine Zenakos
‘Neoliberalism’ is an odd term. It is
being assigned, not assumed. Nobody
says “I’m a neoliberal”. And when
we characterize someone’s words or
actions as ‘neoliberal’, we undoubtedly
attach a demeaning undertone. The
ones accused of being neoliberals –
and I have myself witnessed several
such condemnations – very often
argue against the very existence of the
term and assert that they are merely
liberals, without the ‘neo-‘. By using
the word ‘liberals’, which we often
hear from very different sources, such
as Grigoris Valianatos (1) and Antonis
Samaras (2), one seeks to make a
connection with the political tradition
of modern democracy.
We could say, however, to those
who argue against the existence of
neoliberalism, that as a term we
encounter it repeatedly in the course
of the history of the discipline of

economics; to a point that it ends up
acquiring quite different meanings in
different contexts, sometimes even
contradictory ones. Nonetheless, it
exists.
For the sake of clarity though,
neither the one who characterizes
someone as neoliberal nor the one
who contradicts him bears in mind
the classification of the term as used
by the schools of economic science.
What they actually refer to, is a type
of political discourse – a discourse
that the critic seeks to highlight while
the denier seeks to evade, by claiming
another.
So how do we tell them apart?
What is the meaning of ‘neoliberal’
-as distinguished from ‘liberal’? And
why would someone seek to conceal
something, by claiming ‘liberalism’?
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First of all, there is a difference
in the definition of the citizen.
Liberalism is the political discourse of
modern democracy. Consequently, it
shouldn’t be understood – as it is the
case with a slightly simplistic Marxist
analysis – as a superstructure while
the base is capitalism. It should better
be understood as a type of discourse
with a dialectic relation to the system
of production, occasionally acting
collaboratively and at other times
in contradiction. Liberalism is not
the discourse of capitalism but the
discourse of modern democracy, and
they work together only up to a point.
(According to this perspective, if we
follow a simplistic leftist point of view,
we should reject the dominant liberal
narrative as well, which considers
modern democracy and capitalism as
identical.)

this possible alliance, the critique of
liberalism can focus on liberalism’s
ahistorical understanding of the social
field and its conceptualisation of the
individual. Due to the philosophical
differences between the Left and
liberalism, alliances between the two
can only be tactfully organized. The
above differences highlight the limited
potential of liberal discourse to halt
capitalism.

Liberalism, then, requires the
discourse of modern democracy.
The citizen is defined as obtaining
numerous
dynamic
“qualities/
properties”. These are seen as
equivalent: the citizen is therefore the
master of his own body, the owner
and developer of his knowledge, and
a rational actor pursuing his best
interests (which also falls into a sense
of collective good). The citizen is then
a subject that articulates and seeks to
fulfill his/her own desires. At this point
tactical alliances could be organized
between liberalism and the Left, rather
than declaring the incompatibility of
their goals. From the point of view of

The circumvention of parliamentary
process, or suspension individual
freedoms, because of a supposedly
urgent need for ‘growth’ strategies
(3), is clear neoliberal policy. At this
point when liberalism is consistently
undermined by politicians using its
name, it becomes clear that society
faces a fraud. This is a fraud which
enlists the political discourse of
democracy in false terms, in order
to mask the neoliberal assault on
democracy.

In neo-liberalism the citizen
is defined according to one main
‘quality’: ‘human capital’. Any other
quality is secondary, while social
interaction is primarily perceived as a
competition between ‘human capitals’.
As liberalism forms the political
discourse of modern democracy,
neoliberalism is the political discourse
of the ‘pure’ capitalism.

Not everybody is aware of this
fraud though. Those that support
current European and Greek politics,
by sincerely confirming their faith
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in liberalism, while insisting that
neoliberalism does not exist, I have
only one suggestion, paraphrasing
the old witticism: we must respect
someone’s theory that his wife is
beautiful and his children smart.

Notes:
(1) Grigoris Valianatos is the head of the Greek
homosexual association and a politician with
affiliations to neoliberal parties in Greece such
as ‘Drasi’ (‘action’) and ‘Dimiourgia Xana’ –
(‘Creation Again’).
(2) Antonis Samaras is the current, conservative
primeminister of Greece
(3) In Greek the same word is used for both
‘growth’ and ‘development’. The discourse of
development is used to legitimize the advent
of extreme anti-social and anti-labor laws in
Greece that fulfill the requirements of extreme
capitalism.
Article in original language (Greek): http://
artfullyonsaturday.wordpress.com/2013/02/16/
howtoneoliberal/
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W.H.O. MAKES Totally false claim
WHO Fail:
Claim that 50% of new Greek HIV infections self-inflicted for benefits totally false

by thepressproject.net
Many news outlets are repeating a
claim made in a recent World Health
Organisation report that 50% of all new
HIV cases in Greece are self-inflicted by
individuals looking to get 700 euros a
month in state aid. The only problem
with the statistic is that it is simply not
true. WHO admits error in response to
The Press Project International.
A number of major news sources
(among them Russian Television, Fox
Business News, Sky Newsand the Daily
Mail) are reporting a shocking finding
published in a recently released WHO
(World Health Organization) report.
It says that over half of new HIV
infections in Greece are the result of
individuals self-infecting themselves
with the virus in order to qualify for a
state benefit worth 700 euros a month.
“HIV rates and heroin use have risen
significantly, with about half of new
HIV infections being self-inflicted to

enable people to receive benefits of
€700 per month and faster admission
on to drug substitution programmes.”
Perhaps the most shocking fact
about this statistic is that it simply isn’t
true. As pointed out by the website
mediamatters.org, the study cited in
the WHO as the source for the figure
actually makes no such claim.
Specifically the figure in the WHO
report supposedly comes from a 2011
study published in the Lancet. While
this paper does note a significant
increase in HIV infection rates in
recent years, it attributes this largely
to increases in prostitution rates and
rates of unsafe sex among high-risk
groups. Cases of individuals “self
infecting” are only limited to a “few
individuals”:“The latest data suggests
that new infections will rise by 52%
in 2011 compared with 2010 (922
new cases versus 605), with half of
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the currently observed increases
attributable to infections among
intravenous drug users. …Many new
HIV infections are also linked to an
increase in prostitution (and associated
unsafe sex). An authoritative report
described accounts of deliberate
self-infection by a few individuals to
obtain access to benefits of €700 per
month and faster admission onto drug
substitution programmes.”

about welfare states:

How the WHO arrived at the “half
of new HIV infections being selfinflicted” is anyone’s guess and the
organisation is likely to come under
serious criticism for publishing
such a misleading claim as fact.
The PressProject International has
contacted the WHO regarding the
false claim and is awaiting a response.
While some thought to look in to
the facts behind the statistic before
reporting, most did not, including
the authoritative New Scientist who
among others reported the WHO
report as given.

Given that Greece is currently
suffering extraordinarily high rates
of unemployment while at the same
time drastically cutting back on social
security spending, one might think
that it would be this line from the
WHO report that warranted people’s
attention, not an outright falsehood
which once repeated often enough
will be simply taken as fact.

As a result the erroneous fact is
being repeated across the internet
at breakneck speed, adding to the
narrative that Greece is full of benefit
cheats who will stop at nothing to
scam the system. This narrative is
often used to support the conclusion
that countries such as Greece must
cut back on social funding in order to
become economically viable, which
is ironic as the WHO report actually
comes to the opposite conclusion

“…
evidence
suggests
that
comprehensive welfare arrangements
may simultaneously foster economic
growth, human well-being and social
equality. Social protection and welfare
state policies should therefore be
viewed as important investments
that provide the social infrastructure
necessary for high employment rates.”

After all if the WHO and the New
Scientist both said it then surely it
must be true. Right?
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How Ideology is Policing the
Crisis of European Capitalism
by Christian Fuchs

Times of crisis are times where ideologies tend to flourish.
We can take the current ongoing crisis as an example.
1. Dangerous Immigrants?

UK Politics enter the stage.
In Britain, fears of illegal immigrants
taking away British jobs and receiving
social services without paying taxes
have been massively stirred. Home
Secretary Theresa May said: “The aim is
to create here in Britain a really hostile
environment for illegal migration […]
Within the EU, in a wider context, people
are increasingly recognising the need to
prevent the abuse of free movement”[1].
And not only immigrants are perceived
as the problem causing the crisis, but also
the unemployed: “I think it’s time to look
back at some of the things we’ve already
achieved. Welfare reform, so never again
will it make sense to sit at home instead
of getting a job”[2]. May’s argument is
that immigration needs to be curbed in

order to preserve Englishness and because
immigration in her view results in low
wages, the displacement of jobs and lack
of social cohesion: “But first, it’s important
to explain why we want to control
immigration. […] It’s because, if we want
our communities to be real communities,
with a shared pride in our British
identity instead of fragmented, separate
identities, we have to understand that a
nation is more than a market, and human
beings are more than economic units.
[…] Uncontrolled, mass immigration
undermines social cohesion. And in some
places, it overburdens our infrastructure
and public services. It’s behind more than
a third of the demand for all new housing
in the UK. And the pressure it places on
schools is clear. We see it in London where
almost half of all primary school children
speak English as a second language.
And we must be honest about the fact
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that, in some cases, uncontrolled mass
immigration can displace local workers
and undercut wages”[3].
May’s rhetoric is not so different from
the one of the UK Independence Party
(UKIP). For the UKIP the causes of the
current crisis are the European Union and
immigrants. Explaining what it stands
for, the UKIP says: “These are anxious
and troubled times. As crisis has followed
crisis, our politicians are seen to be
impotent in the face of the dangers rearing
up all around us. Violent crime erupts in
our cities. Jobs are lost and services failing
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under a tide of immigration, pensions
have been crippled and cash savings yield
almost nothing. UKIP alone holds that
the rescue of the British people depends
on withdrawal from the EU to regain our
self-governing democracy so allowing the
relief of business from crushing regulation
and the less well off from the burden of
taxes, shutting off the flood of immigrants
and freeing enterprise”[4]. David
Cameron argued that he would close the
UK borders for Greek immigrants if the
Eurozone collapsed: “I would be prepared
to do whatever it takes to keep our country
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safe, to keep our banking system strong,
to keep our economy robust. At the end
of the day as prime minister that is your
foremost duty”[5].
2. Dangerous Southern Europeans?
Germany enters the political stage.
The ideology of the Greek threat has
been tremendously flourishing in the
country formerly ruled by Hitler. Briefly
before the Greek elections in 2012,
Financial Times Germany published a
warning on its first page in both Greek
and German, in which it urged Greek
citizens not to vote for Syriza (Coalition
of Radical Left). The call was titled “Resist
the demagogues” and said: “Dear Greeks,
provide clear political conditions. Vote
courageously for the reform agenda
instead of angrily against necessary,
painful structural adjustments. […]
Resist the demagogy of Alex Tsipras and
his Syriza. […] Your country final needs
a functioning state. In order that it can
be orderly ruled, we recommend Nea
Dimokratia”[6]. The Financial Times’
basic argument is that Syriza is populist
and does not understand that the problem
is a corrupt and bureaucratic Greek state
and that a left government will result in
chaos.
Angela Merkel has advanced an
ideology that puts hard-working Germans
against the claim of the existence of lazy
Southern Europeans. “It is also important
that in countries such as Greece, Spain,
Portugal one should not be able to retire
earlier than in Germany, but that all are
making a bit of the same effort – this is
important. […] We cannot have one
currency and one gets a lot of holidays

and the other very little. This does not
go well together over time”[7]. On
another occasion, Merkel argued: “Living
beyond one’s means is the ultimate
cause of the problem”[8]. So Southern
Europeans in her view are not only lazy
and not working, Merkel agrees with the
Financial Times that in her view Southern
Europeans do not know how to run a state
and continuously overspend money that
they have not earned in the first instance
because they do not work, which requires
Germany to pay for everything.
The German cabaret artist Gerhard Polt
(http://www.poltseite.de/) has expressed
Germany’s obsessive ideology that it pays
for everything in a satirical way: “We pay
everything. Everything gets paid. We pay
and pay. If somewhere in Asia a desert
dries out, who pays it? We! If a brothel
burns in Taiwan, we also pay it! We pay
everything! […] The chancellor smokes a
Havanna, and who pays it? Definitely not
Castro, we have to pay it!”[9]
The jingoist prejudices were also
amplified by the German press with the
right-wing tabloid Bild Zeitung taking the
lead. Some of its headlines said: “Greek
crisis: Bankrupt Greeks won’t get a cent
from us!” (March 4th, 2012). “Germany
is to pay €18 billion! Greece is for the
German taxpayer a financial nightmare!
18 billion Euros from Germany for the
bankrupt Greeks” (April 21st, 2010).
“Greece-bankruptcy: This is how the
Greeks burn the Euro. […] The Greeks are
living far beyond their abilities” (February
28th, 2010)[10].
The same kind of ideological arguments
that focus on overspending and blaming
everyday people was followed up in the
German political and media discourse
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in the discussion of Cyprus’ crisis. Bild
wrote for example: “Cyprus has the
presidency of the EU Council since today.
A bankruptcy-island takes over the power
in Europe” (July 1st, 2012). Angela Merkel
commented on the plan that everyone
having a bank account in Cyprus should
pay for the financial rescue of the country.
This is a good idea because “those
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responsible can partly be included and
not only the tax payers of other countries’.
[…]. This is a good step that will definitely
make it easier for us to agree to a help for
Cyprus”[11]. Merkel did not comment
on the circumstance that her statement
implies that the Cyprian man and woman
on the street are responsible for the crisis.

Country
EU15
Germany
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Italy
Cyprus
Portugal
United Kingdom
Finland

2013
58,40%
58,60%
49,30%
47%
52,30%
58,90%
54,70%
52,40%
55,60%
64,20%
58,80%

1970
63,40%
61,10%
67,20%
64,80%
64,20%
63%
65,40%
N/A
72,50%
65,50%
63,10%

USA

58,20% 65,90%

Table 1: Adjusted wage share as percentage of GDP at current market prices, data source:
AMECO, data source: AMECO

3. Dangerous Capitalism!
Dominant ideologies explain and
reduce the crisis to immigrants, European
bureaucracy, an alleged laziness of
Southern European, the claim that
Southern Europeans are lazy, overspend
money, do not know how to run a state
and the economy and the claim that leftwing parties and movements bring chaos.

The conclusion is that hard-working
Germans (or other Europeans) have to
pay the prize to correct the incapability of
Southern Europeans. These discourses are
overtly racist, nationalist, chauvinist and
shortsighted. They avoid talking about
capitalism, class and social inequality.
The rise of neoliberalism has been
accompanied by a deregulation of
financial markets, an encouragement
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Table 2: Macroeconomic data for the development of profits in the EU 15 countries
(data source: AMECO)

1970
1980
1990
2000
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Net operation surplus GDP in current
(NOS): total economy market prices in
in national currency
national currency

GDP –
NOS

Profit rate

205,3
555,4
1357,1
2115,1
2949
2860
2476,6
2661,3
2715
2688,1
2690,6

558,4
1982,4
4092
6645,2
8582,8
8618,6
8400,3
8671,6
8935,6
9210,8
9300,1

36,80%
28,00%
33,20%
31,90%
34,40%
33,20%
29,50%
30,70%
30,40%
29,20%
28,90%

763,7
2537,8
5449,1
8760,3
11531,8
11478,6
10876,9
11332,9
11650,6
11898,9
11990,7

Net profit rate = Net operating surplus / (GDP – Net operating surplus)
Table 3: Macroeconomic data for the development of profits in the USA
(data source: AMECO)

1970
1980
1990
2000
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Net operation surplus GDP in current
(NOS): total economy market prices in
in national currency
national currency

GDP –
NOS

Profit rate

219,3
560,5
1298,5
2444,9
3437,5
3375,5
3218,4
3627
3767,6
4021
4248,6

805,5
2207
4456,3
7453,9
10524,3
10843,8
10679,9
10792,4
11223,7
11568,6
11874,9

27,20%
25,40%
29,10%
32,80%
32,70%
31,10%
30,10%
33,60%
33,60%
34,80%
35,80%

1024,8
2767,5
5754,8
9898,8
13961,8
14219,3
13898,3
14419,4
14991,3
15589,6
16123,5

HOW IDEOLOGY IS POLICING THE CRISIS OF EUROPEAN CAPITALISM
of financial speculation and a massive
redistribution of wealth from wages to
profits. By class struggle from above
capital managed to increase its profits by
relatively decreasing wages. The resulting
profits were to a certain degree invested
into financial markets and high-risk
financial instruments, which increased
the crisis-proneness, instability and
volatility of capitalism. Comparing the
years 1970 and 2013, the wage share,
which is the share of wages in the GDP,
decreased in the following way in selected
European countries (adjusted wage share
as percentage of GDP at current market
prices, data source: AMECO).
The data show that in the past 40 years,
capitalist class struggle from above has all
over Europe resulted in a relative decrease
of wages. This struggle has especially been
intense in countries such as Greece, Spain,
Ireland and Cyprus, where the wage share
dropped from values around 65% in
1970 to values around 50% in 2013. But
also the wages in almost all European
countries were affected, although to
different degrees. Wages in the USA were
undergoing a similar development as in
Europe.
How have profits developed in parallel
with the relative fall of wages in Europe?
Net operating surplus is a variable that
measures the gross value added of an
economy minus fixed capital investments
minus wage costs minus capital taxation.
Calculating the share of net operating
surplus in the value of GDP minus net
operating surplus gives an estimation of
capital’s net profit rates:
In 1980, the profit rate was 1.8% lower
in the USA than in 1970 and 8.8% lower in
the EU 15 countries. What followed was
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the rise of neoliberal politics in the USA
and Europe. The wage rate in the USA and
Europe continued to decline: It was 65.7%
in the EU 15 countries in 1980, 61% in
1990 and 58.9% in 2000 (AMECO). In the
USA the values were 65.1% in 1980 and
63.2% in 2000 (AMECO). At the same
time the profit rate rose from 25.4% in the
USA in 1980 to 32.8% in 2000 and from
28.0% in 1980 in the EU 15 countries to
33.2% in 1990, 31.9% in 2000 and 34.4%
in 2007 (AMECO). Whereas capital was
having constantly high growth rates
during the 1980s and 1990s and 2000s,
wages stagnated or relatively declined.
Neoliberalism increased the wealth of
corporations at the expense of labour. In
the USA, the profit rate fell to 30.1% in
2009 as an effect of the crisis, but was at
a high of around 35% in 2012. In the EU
15 countries, high profit rates around 35%
before the crisis were reduced to around
30% in the years after the crisis. The allpresence of austerity talk and austerity
measures in the European Union can
be explained as the attempt to increase
profit rates by further decreasing wages,
cutting public expenditures that mainly
benefit workers, increases taxes paid by
employees, etc. There is also economic
competition between Europe and the
USA, where profit rates have been
increasing faster after the crisis than in the
European Union.
The working class in European
countries that have been severely affected
by the financial crisis has already been
hit hard in the aftermath of the crisis:
The wage share decreased from 55% in
2007 (before the crisis) to 52.4% in 2013
in Cyprus, from 53.5% to 47% in Greece,
from 52.9% to 49.6% in Hungary, from
70.1% to 62.2% in Iceland, from 50.3% to
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Table 4: Capital taxes, percentage of GDP at market prices, data source: AMECO
2013

2007

2005

2000

1995

1990

1985

1980

1975

1970

Germany

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,1

0,1

0,1

0,1

0,1

0

0,1

Netherlands

0,3

0,3

0,3

0,4

0,3

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,2

Austria

0

0,1

0,1

0,1

0

0,1

0,1

0,1

Portugal

0

0

0

0,1

0,1

0,1

0,2

0,1

Finland

0,2

0,3

0,3

0,3

0,2

0,2

0,1

0,1

0,1

United
Kingdom

0,2

0,3

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,2

0,3

0,2

0,3

0,8

United
States

0

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,3

0,3

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

49.3% in Ireland, from 53% to 46.4% in
Latvia, from 49.7% to 44.1% in Lithuania,
from 57.2% to 55.6% in Portugal and
from 55.3% to 52.3% in Spain (data
source: AMECO). In Poland and Slovakia,
workers have been relatively poor already
before the crisis: the wage shares were
46.5% in 2007 and 46.1% in 2013 in
Poland. The respective values for Slovakia
were 42.3% in 2007 and 43.1% in 2013.
The class struggle of capital against
the working class that resulted in falling
wage shares and high profits has been
accompanied by a decrease of capital
taxation. The available data on corporate
taxation is relatively incomplete. In
the EU 27 countries, corporate taxes
accounted in 2013 for only 0.3% of the
GDP. In the United States the value was
0%, meaning that treated as a collective
capitalist, companies in the USA do not
pay taxes. Table 4 shows some of the
limited available data. It indicates that
capital taxation has since the 1970s in
general been low in European and North
American capitalism, reaching never up
to 1% of the GDP of a country and varying
in most countries between 0 and 0.3% of

the GDP. It is interesting to observe that in
1970 the UK (0.8%) and the USA (0.5%)
taxed capital higher than Germany (0.1%)
and the Netherlands (0.2%). The rise of
neoliberalism has resulted in a subsequent
lowering of capital taxation in both the
UK and the USA. Overall the data in
table 4 shows that European and North
American tax regimes are friends of
capitalist interests, which has supported
the neoliberal class struggle of capital
against labour.
The working class’ wages have been
attacked by neoliberal policies. The
resulting profits were invested in finance
because capital is driven by the need
to accumulate ever more profits and
financial speculation promised high
returns. The volatility of the economy
steadily increased which resulted in a big
explosion in 2008. The result was more
of the same: hyper-neoliberalism, which
means the intensification of neoliberalism.
Banks were bailed out with taxpayers’
money, which means a bailout by taxes
predominantly paid by employees because
companies hardly pay taxes. The discourse
of austerity wants to make people believe

HOW IDEOLOGY IS POLICING THE CRISIS OF EUROPEAN CAPITALISM
that they have lived beyond their means,
that austerity is necessary because states
have spent too much money, etc. The
circumstance that profits have been ever
more growing, wages shrinking and that
companies have hardly paid taxes is not
mentioned in the dominant ideology.
The working class was first ever more
exploited by capital and the reaction to the
crisis is an intensification of exploitation
and the attempt to legitimate this form of
exploitation that works by redistribution
from workers to companies, cuts of public
expenditures, wage cuts, tax support for
banks and companies. The working class
is constantly being dispossessed of the
wealth it produces. Austerity measures
bring much more of the same.
4. Stuart Hall Revisited
Stuart Hall et al (1978)[12] describe
how a moral panic about street robbery
(“mugging”) developed in the UK in the
1970s. They argue that this panic must be
seen in the context of the crisis of the mid1970s. This crisis would have been a global
crisis of capitalism (recession), a crisis of
political apparatuses (such as ruling-class
and working-class parties), a crisis of the
state and a crisis of hegemony and political
legitimacy (Hall et al 1978, 317-319). In
crises, people look for causes and answers.
Ideology that wants to maintain the system
does not engage with the systemic causes
of crises, but rather displaces the causes
ideologically. There is a “displacement
effect”: “the connection between the
crisis and the way it is appropriated in
the social experience of the majority –
social anxiety – passes through a series
of false ‘resolutions’, primarily taking the
shape of a succession of moral panics. It
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is as if each surge of social anxiety finds
a temporary respite in the projection of
fears on to and into certain compellingly
anxiety-laden theme: in the discovery of
demons, the identification of folk-devils,
the mounting of moral campaigns, the
expiation of prosecution and control
– in the moral-panic cycle” (Hall et al
1978, 322). Crises are “ideologically
constructed by the dominant ideologies
to win consent” (220f). Moral panics are
“the key ideological forms in which a
historical crisis is ‘experienced and fought
out’” (221).
The current political and ideological
situation in Europe precisely resembles
the situation that Hall described for the
1970s. The objects of contemporary moral
panics in the crisis, the contemporary
ideological demons and ideological
devils are immigrants, the unemployed,
Southern Europeans and the European
Union. Crisis ideologies displace the
causes of the crisis of capitalism into
particularism. Ideology is policing the
crisis today: it aims at installing an even
more brutal capitalist system and making
people believe that this is necessary and
will help overcome and avoid future crisis.
The opposite is true: The cause of the
crisis is prescribed as its solution, which
can only result in even worse crises in the
future if these politics and ideologies are
successfully implemented.
5. Breaking the Ideological Spell!
It is time to end the current ideological
play and to stage Bert Brecht and Augusto
Boal in Europe.
The European protests against austerity,
neoliberalism and capitalism are the only
reasonable voices in the crisis discourse.
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The European protests that have taken
place since 2008 in countries such as
Greece, Spain, Portugal, Romania,
Slovenia, the UK, Iceland or Austria
question that profits stand over people,
that everyday people are dominated by
capitalist interests and that those who
produce wealth and the commons should
pay for the crisis. No serious debate over
the causes of the crisis has been started in
Europe at large. It has been displaced and
disabled by ideology. Continuous protests
are our only hope to save the people, to
save Europe and to save the world from
the rule of capitalism.
Notes:
[1]http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/
immigration/9291483/Theresa-May-interviewWere-going-to-give-illegal-migrants-a-reallyhostile-reception.html
[ 2 ] htt p : / / w w w. p o l i t i c s . co . u k /co m m e ntanalysis/2012/10/09/theresa-may-speech-infull
[ 3 ] htt p : / / w w w. p o l i t i c s . co . u k /co m m e ntanalysis/2012/10/09/theresa-may-speech-infull
[ 4 ] h t t p : / / w w w. u k i p . o r g / c o n t e n t / u k i p policies/2553-what-we-stand-for
[5]http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/
conservative/9373844/David-Cameron-Ill-dowhatever-it-takes-to-protect-United-Kingdomfrom-Greek-influx.html
[6] Translation from German: “Liebe Griechinnen
und Griechen, sorgen Sie für klare politische
Verhältnisse. Stimmen Sie mutig für den
Reformkurs statt zornig gegen notwendige,
schmerzhafte
Strukturveränderungen.
[…]
Widerstehen Sie der Demagogie von Alexis
Tsipras und seiner Syriza. […] Ihr Land
braucht endlich einen funktionierenden Staat.
Damit es geordnet regiert wird, empfehlen
wir die Nea Dimokratia”, http://www.
ftd.de/politik/europa/:wahlempfehlung-

antistatheite-sto-dimagogo-widersteht-dendemagogen/70050480.html
[7] “Es geht auch darum, dass man in Ländern
wie Griechenland, Spanien, Portugal nicht
früher in Rente gehen kann als in Deutschland,
sondern dass alle sich auch ein wenig gleich
anstrengen – das ist wichtig. […]Wir können
nicht eine Währung haben und der eine kriegt
ganz viel Urlaub und der andere ganz wenig.
Das geht auf Dauer auch nicht zusammen”,
http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/
euro-krise-merkel-attackiert-urlaubsfreudigesuedeuropaeer-a-763247.html
[8] “Das Leben über die Verhältnisse ist die
eigentliche Ursache des Problems”, http://www.
rp-online.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/zitateaus-merkels-erklaerung-zur-euro-krise-1.571529
[9] Wir zahlen alles. Alles wird zahlt.Wir zahlen
und zahlen. Wenn irgendwo in Asien a Wüste
austrocknet, wer zahlt die? Mir! Wenn in Taiwan
a Puff brennt, des zahl’n wir ah. Wir zahlen alles!
[…] Der Kanzler raucht a Havanna, wer zahlt’s?
Do ned da Castro, de zahl’n wir” (Gerhard Polt,
Quanto costa. CD Und wer zahlt’s. Kein & Aber
Records, 2000)
[10] Cited from: Mylonas, Yannis. 2012.
Media and the economic crisis of the EU.
The “culturalization” of a systemic crisis and
Bild-Zeitung’s framing of Greece. tripleC:
Communication, Capitalism & Critique 10 (2):
646-671.
[11] “Merkel nutzte die Gelegenheit, um auch
zur Zypern-Rettung Stellung zu beziehen. Sie
sagte, dass es richtig sei, dass jeder, der ein
Bankkonto in Zypern hat, auch für die ZypernRettung zur Kasse gebeten wird. Damit würden
‘die Verantwortlichen zum Teil mit einbezogen
und nicht nur die Steuerzahler anderer Länder’.
Merkel: ‘Es ist ein guter Schritt, der uns eine
Zustimmung zu einer Hilfe für Zypern sicherlich
leichter macht’“, http://deutsche-wirtschaftsnachrichten.de/2013/03/18/merkel-zwangsabgabe-in-zypern-ist-ein-guter-schritt/
[12] Hall, Stuart, Chas Critcher, Tony Jefferson,
John Clarke and Brian Roberts. 1978. Policing the
crisis. Mugging, the state and law and order.
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FROM SWEDEN TO TURKEY: THE
UNEVEN DYNAMIC OF THE ERA OF
RIOTS

by Blaumachen

The social explosion in Turkey
makes it imperative to examine more
closely what is happening, what is being
produced, what the new limits produced
in the period we call the era of riots are
and how these limits will be overcome.
The combination of the events in Sweden
and Turkey, their temporal encounter,
confirms the existence of two dynamics
of class struggle, which develop each
with its own relative autonomy. We
cannot overlook the fact that the
anticipated encounter between these
practices is not likely to be harmonious
and that it will raise the issue of how
two historically produced “subjects”,
which in their current activity have no
common horizon, relate to each other.
The issue, however, from the perspective
of the revolution, is how, on the basis of
this anticipated encounter, the necessary

overcoming of these subjects is produced,
how their struggle is transformed into
taking communist measures against
capital, i.e. into a questioning of all
social roles that constitute society, into
communisation.
There is also a third dynamic: the
revindicative movements for the wage
that take place mainly in the periphery,
which has been incorporated into an
internationalised
accumulation
by
historical neoliberalism, namely in China
and Southeast Asia. The encounter of
this dynamic with the other two is not
evident yet. There is also a fourth dynamic
which concerns the development of
the contradictions in Latin American
countries, which have managed to
integrate resistance to neoliberalism into
the state (Chile is a notable exception;
the movement of the socially constructed
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category of “the youth” falls more
under the dynamics of the riots). This
fourth dynamic is currently even more
independent, although it may become
specifically relevant to us in Greece in the
future. Below we discuss the first two of
these four dynamics.

“Those who are
radically excluded
from the official
circuit of surplusvalue production
(this is their way of
being integrated into
capitalist society:
inclusion by exclusion)
do not articulate any
(political) discourse,
their only language
is looting and
destructions.”
On the one hand we have the riots of
the “excluded”; on the other, from 2011
on, there has been a succession of riots
whose most important element, in terms
of composition, is that the so-called
“middle strata” are involved, and their
“democratic” discourse is constitutive for
the movements produced. The riots of the
excluded appear in countries which are
high in the capitalist hierarchy. On the
other hand, the riots that are dominated
by the democratic horizon, which is
politically constitutive for the middle
strata and formative for the movements

of the “squares”, take place mainly in
countries in the second zone and the so
called “emerging economies”. The fact
that a country which does not belong in
these zones, Spain, is part of this grouping
suggests that the crisis affirms the
undermining of this stratification, which
had already taken place over the course
of this cycle of accumulation (from the
crisis of the 70s up to about 2008). These
dynamics have not yet come into play
in the very core (USA-Germany). The
Occupy Wall Street movement, although
it gave its name to the second dynamic,
only marginally fits in it: it was an activists’
movement (Blockupy in Germany was of
the same sort), not a mass movement,
such as the movements in Spain, Greece,
or the “Arab Spring” and the current
movement in Turkey.
Those who are radically excluded
from the official circuit of surplusvalue production (this is their way of
being integrated into capitalist society:
inclusion by exclusion) do not articulate
any (political) discourse, their only
language is looting and destructions.
They do not demand anything because for
them it is already given that demanding
is meaningless (otherwise they would
have had demands), they already know
that the state is not going to bring about
their integration, but it will try to manage
them as a surplus population. As the crisis
/ restructuring which has unfolded since
2008 further scraps “social expenditure”,
it is clear to them that this management
becomes more and more repressive.
In fact, they asphyxiate in a “prison
without bars” (when you cannot afford
to leave your neighborhood and you are
constantly cornered by the police, you
are imprisoned). Within this “prison”,
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community relations cannot offer
salvation from everyday misery and to
an extent they enter the parallel exchange
economy, petty crime, i.e. informal
institutions which reproduce a cruel,
oppressive hierarchy (not to mention the
position of women). So by attacking their
prison, by attacking all state institutions
that define them as prisoners for life, they
challenge, in their revolt, their social roles
within that “prison” they find themselves
in.
The middle strata rebel because they
are collapsing middle strata (Greece,
Spain) or because they are not allowed
to constitute themselves as such (Arab
Spring) or because they are much more
repressed and economically squeezed
compared to the pre-crisis period
(Turkey), something that involves not
only their lower-than-what-it-”should”-be
income, but also all other social relations,
the commodification and enclosure of
public spaces, gender, politics or politicsand-religion, which in the case of Arab
countries are aspects of the same thing,
race etc. The question of the middle strata
is an open theoretical question. Their
very definition is fluid: The traditional
definition of the middle strata included
categories of small (property) owners
of means of production and traditional
individual professions (doctors, lawyers
etc.). Today, however, how can one define
the middle strata? This social stratification
is largely present within the waged
and self-employed (i.e. employees who
contribute part of their wage to the social
security system) and it is based on one’s
position within the production process,
their income, access to credit etc. And
subsequently, the masses of impoverished
unemployed, the de facto poor youth
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and the precarious workers, push down
the “status” of what can be called middle
strata, and reduce their political influence
within the state.
These two dynamics, the riots of the
excluded and the mass public space
occupations movements, in which these
fluid middle strata play a major role,
intersected with each other in February

“The riots in Sweden
update the crisis of
the integration of the
proletariat into the
process of surplus-value
production as a crisis
of immigration. The
issue of a new type of
fascism, orientated
towards the creation of
a “European identity”
and thus with an
intrinsically racist
content, is on the
agenda.”
2012 in Greece (but in this case the
middle strata were already collapsing).
This intersection was the result of the
particularities of Greece. One cannot
ignore that before “Syntagma 2011”,
“December 2008” had taken place. The
December 2008 riots, as the student
riots in Chile and Canada, are inscribed
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within the range of practices varying
between these two dynamics. In these
riots the “youth” emerges as a socially
constructed subject consisting of men
and women who find all the doors closed,
who are not going to climb the ladder
of social mobility, but at the same time
they do not find themselves structurally
excluded like the “troublemakers” of
Stockholm and England.
The questions posed by the
contemporisation of the era of riots,
taking place in Sweden and Turkey, are
important:
A) Will the state be able to build the
consent of the proletariat in the countries
of the first zone to a management
that turns against the excluded? This
tendency appears to be produced as
the almost inevitable response to the
contemporisation of this dynamic by
the events in Sweden (the emergence
of the EDL as well as the increase of
the political influence of the UKIP in
England are directly linked to this issue,
an emergence that could not take place
following the 2011 riots which were
much more white). The riots in Sweden
update the crisis of the integration
of the proletariat into the process of
surplus-value production as a crisis of
immigration. The issue of a new type of
fascism, orientated towards the creation
of a “European identity” and thus with
an intrinsically racist content, is on the
agenda.
B) What is the internal dynamic of the
absorption of the “middle strata” into the
proletariat, not only as a situation but
also as an activity? Is there a chance that
the practices of the “commune”, of those
who defend themselves in the squares

and try to rescue their class belonging,
meet with the destructive practices of
the excluded? To date, the only such
indications are the conflictive encounter
in March 2006 in France during the antiCPE movement, an event that is already
outdated and took place before the crisis,
and the 12th of February 2012 events in
Greece, an encounter that was nevertheless
immersed in the confrontation around
the “memorandum” and could not
endure following the defeat of its specific
demand. What can be the outcome of the
“democratic movements” which, at least

“What can be
the outcome of the
“democratic movements”
which, at least to date,
cannot be incorporated
into the state?”

to date, cannot be incorporated into the
state? These movements exhibit a certain
“communitarianism”. The latter’s starting
point is the defence of state property
(nothing is “common”, whatever is not
private is state property) which is to be used
according to its definition, namely as an
element that underpins the reproduction
of labour power. The squares or the parks
are spaces of “free” time. The fact that
unemployment has been significantly
increased by the crisis/ restructuring
allows for a significant number of people
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to be continuously present in such spaces
during the movement. The fact that
whoever has a job joins after work is not
surprising; in the evening and at night
many more people are present. What is
important is that a “common life in the
occupation” is produced. The “life in the
occupation” is certainly an image from
the future that surpasses the horizon
of the movement. However, it cannot
be substantialised as a generalised
practice to the extent that the movement
does not really question the structure
that supports the distinction between
public and private space, namely, in the
last instance, the totality of capitalist
relations. The “community of struggle”,
the “communist gestures” should not
be underestimated because in their
generalisation they are the positive
horizon, but in the stage where we find
ourselves today we are obliged to look
for: on the one hand what hampers
the movement and does not permit
an effort to generalise these elements,
and on the other hand which elements
of its content are at the same time the
causes of its ending. Participants in these
movements, contrary to the riots of the
excluded, consider it very important to
territorialise their presence (something
not unrelated to the significance of
the rent form that the surplus-value
produced in modern capitalism acquires;
exploitation has a defining role in the
form of class struggle). By “occupying”
they claim the right of their material
existence as a subject facing the state,
which they believed to be “attentive”
to their needs. It is not least important
that the commune is being defended
against the police mostly by a young,
male and poor part of the proletariat,
which is experienced in fighting the cops
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(the distinction of this role appeared in
Turkey as well, although to a lesser extent
compared to Egypt). Demands are being
necessarily sought, so that something
more concrete than “democracy” can be
brought to the assumed negotiation table
(which participants cannot accept does
not exist anymore, continuously calling the
government to acknowledge its existence).
This process, due to the government’s
refusal to negotiate anything, naturally
ends up in the government itself being
questioned. Since the composition of
the movement is dominated by the
middle strata, it necessarily demands the
stepping down of the government, and
such a demand, given the absence of a
“party of the working class”, implies that
it is to be replaced by another government
(one that would be able to support the
existence and reproduction of the quality
of life that they believe they deserve). This
endogenous tendency does not find itself
in contradiction with the communitarian
characteristics of the occupations,
which are nevertheless undermined
as constitutive and formative elements
of the movement when the political
objective concretises itself. Egypt and
Tunisia have illustrated that, indeed, the
fall of the government marks the end of
these movements. In reality though, what
initially appeared as a victory proved to
be a defeat, as new police states have been
established and the restructuring advances
as normal, with the scrapping of benefits,
increases in food prices etc. However, the
movements in Egypt and Tunisia were not
able to stand on their feet again, as their
initial goal that corresponded to their unity
was achieved. Turkey, the next landmark in
this dynamic, which despite its differences
belongs to the same schema, as a social
movement has to face another aspect of the
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situation. The government’s political power
is larger compared to Egypt and Tunisia.
The unity of the movement is based on the
transformation of the state into a police
state over the last years. The question is:
can the middle strata be absorbed into the
proletariat, as an activity that questions
capital, if these movements do not end
with their political victory (namely their
actual defeat)? Their defeat, which passes
through their political victory, necessarily
brings existing divisions to the surface.
Part of the movement tries to continue
the revolt, which however ceases to have
popular support (namely inter-class
support, given that class is a relation not a
category). Without the mass participation
of the excluded and the poor, how can this
process of revolt continue? Is that possible?
The movement in Turkey is still going
on while this text is being written. Its
particularity, added to the fact that it is an
event of global significance, determines
the point where we find ourselves. Here
is where we are: in a revolt that broke out
in yet another police state. A revolt with
little chance of “victory” on the ground
of its content and of such importance for
precisely that reason.
The practices of the “commune” that
have as their necessary horizon a better
management of the bourgeois state, an
horizon that in the end is called into
question, encounter the revolts of the
excluded in the fact that the latter ones do
not even have the horizon of a “victory”.
The outcome of this encounter, that will
be decided among other things by the
interaction between the practices of the
commune and the practices of everyday
survival by those structurally excluded
from the official circuit of surplus-value

production, will decide to a large extent
the outcome of the class struggle in the era
of riots.
Source:
http://libcom.org/news/
sweden-turkey-uneven-dynamics-erariots-28062013
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